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Research Trajectory
vDeveloping Children’s Statistical 

Reasoning through their Participation 
in Statistical Practices [Grades 5, 6]
o Visualizing/Representing Variability
o Measuring Variability (Statistics)
o Modeling Chance Variability (Inference)

vDesign Studies à Design Experiment



Participate in a Process 
with Variable Outcomes

Resources Problematic Conjectures

1. Theory of measure 
(C)
2. Agency (P)
3. Goal: What is X? (P)
4. Difference (P)
5. Batch Emerges from 
Individual Actions (P)

Measures are variable 1. Repeated measure
supports 
coordination of data 
and process

2. Variation in process 
(Change tool) anchors 
process to data.



Invent Representations



Critique: Show and Hide?
!
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Resources Problematic Conjectures
1. Pattern Detection
2. Technologies of 
Paper 
3. Conversational 
Norms

How does the shape of 
the data result from the 
choices that designers 
make about 
representation?

1. Variability of student 
production will 
support closer 
examination of roles 
of order, count, 
class, scale.

2. Display Review is a 
fruitful medium for 
RC and MRC.



Measure Variability
v Invent/Critique Measures of 

Variability (Center, Precision)
v Recontextualize Variability in 

Contexts of Making 



Model Variability



Model-based Inference



Design Studies 
1. Three iterations of design in an urban middle school classroom 

in TN (grades 5,6). Data recorded included individual clinical 
interviews, field notes, video recordings of whole class and 
small group interactions.

2. Four replications of design in a suburban-rural middle school, 
with 4 classes in WI. One taught by me, one co-taught with 
the teacher, two taught by the teacher. 

Lehrer, R., Kim, M. J., & Jones, S. (2011). Developing conceptions 
of statistics by designing measures of distribution. International 
Journal on Mathematics Education (ZDM), 43 (5), 723-736. 
[Discourse analysis]
Lehrer, R., & Kim, M. J. (2009). Structuring variability by 
negotiating its measure. Mathematics Education Research Journal, 
21, 116-133. [Discourse analysis]



Spadework Prior to Experiment

vFrom Flexible Interviews & 
Discourse Analysis to Scaled Item 
Responses (with Mark Wilson)

vFrom Few to Many Teachers  



Construct-Centered Measure



Construct:Visualize Variability



Item Response Modeling



Validity Studies
ØBanding: Is item difficulty ordered 

by level of construct? (Mostly)
ØMultidimensional structure: Are the 

constructs distinct yet related? 
(yes)

ØSensitive to change when there is 
instructional support? (yes)



Construct Correlation



Change 



Construct Centered PD
N = 35 teachers (SE US, 3yr]
Ø Treat constructs as tentative 

(boundary object)
ØRedesign constructs to include video 

exemplars of student thinking and of 
teaching practices.

Ø Design “educative” lessons with 
space for teacher contributions

Ø Teachers model data.
Ø Teacher noticings of student thinking 

in their responses to items/TRQ.



Teacher Elaborations



Formative Assessment 
Conversation (Min-Joung Kim)
Ø 4 case study teachers, 3 for 2 years

Ø Teaching sets (Simon & Tzur, 1999)

Ø Patterns of Progress 
- IRE, items as right-wrong
- Serial presentation (turn taking)
- Construct centered 
- Construct centered comparisons

Lehrer, R., Kim, M-J., Ayers, E., & Wilson, M. (2014). Toward establishing 
a learning progression to support the development of statistical 
reasoning. In J. Confrey and A. Maloney (Eds.), Learning over Time: 
Learning Trajectories in Mathematics Education. (pp. 31-59). Charlotte, 
NC: Information Age Publishers. 
Kim, M-J. & Lehrer, R. (submitted). Teachers’ use of learning 
progressions to interpret and conduct formative assessment. [DA, Star 
& Griesemer, 1989; Akkerman & Bakker, 2011]



Design Experiment
Ø Method of Assignment

§ Districts (4) Schools (39) within district 
paired by demographics, then randomly 
assigned to Data Modeling vs. Business-as-
Usual (83 teach,1526). [SW, high poverty]

Ø Multiple Measures of Student Learning
§ Our measure, Watson & Callingham, 

statewide exam, attitude maths
Ø Analysis of Effects 

§ Estimates of differences in light of nesting 
and error in measure.[HUGE][Modest][no]



Consent of the Randomized



Characterizing Treatment

Ø What does treatment mean?
§ Mathematics is a cultural enterprise. 

So, fidelity here means establishing a 
particular kind of mathematical culture.
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Teacher Learning
Ø Teachers as Cultural Agents Implies 

a Need to Understand More about 
Teacher Learning: Orchestrate 
Conversations?
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Meaning, Position 
ØWhat do students make of this? 

How do they interpret what they are 
doing? Are they disposed to engage 
in practices of VMM in new 
situations? 
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Seth Jones: Measure Fidelity
Turn Speaker Utterance
01 John So um my my method was to first find the range of your 

data and um to find out how much um how ho:::w much the 
graph or
the people agree is uh the range is the key. Um. If the range 
would be like one like stack= ((moving his right hand up and
down))

02 Teacher That.
03 John =it would be the range would be zero and like zero is the 

best? Sort of like grading of it? And then
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Fidelity Construct Map
Level Use of  Variability in Student Invention

5
Student inventions are seen as a resource to communicate different 
mathematical strategies in order to synthesize specific mathematical 
ideas into systems of  epistemic meaning. 

4 Student inventions are seen as a resource to communicate different 
mathematical ideas and to use begin to use the ideas as epistemic tools. 

3 Student inventions are seen as an instructional resource to promote key 
concepts. 

2 Student inventions are seen as an instructional resource to support 
student discourse. 

1 Student inventions are seen as an instructional resource. 



Observation Data

27

Timeline of  observed whole class discussion

Summary variables characterize classroom level descriptions of  implementation.
Examples: Visible student-Invented methods, data context, use of curriculum computer software

Images of  students invented methods allow for descriptions of  variability and characteristics.
Examples: Data displays, statistics, models

Binary segment variables are scored if  observed during five-minute adjacent segments.
Examples: Student Contributions, teacher practice, unit specific mathematical concepts



Mathematical Conceptions

Ways of 
measuring 
precision

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
range as a way of measuring precision?

Either	student	invented	or	teacher	presented	method	that	uses	range	
as	a	measure	of	variability	is	talked	about	in	class

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
center clump as a way of measuring precision?

Either	student	invented	or	teacher	presented	method	that	uses	the	
width	of	the	center	clump	as	a	measure	of	variability	is	talked	about	
in	class.	The	teacher	may	or	may	not	tell	students	the	conventional	
method	that	uses	this	strategy	is	the	IQR.

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
deviation from a central point as a way of measuring 
precision?

Either	student	invented	or	teacher	presented	method	that	uses	the		
deviation	of	each	data	point	from	a	central	reference	point	(mean	or	
median)	as	a	measure	of	variability	is	talked	about	in	class.	

Properties of a 
good measure

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
a statistic’s clarity?

"If	many	people	used	this	method	on	the	same	set	of	data	would	
they	all	get	the	same	number?"

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
a statistic’s generalizability?

"How	would	this	method	work	on	other	sets	of	data?	Can	anyone	
think	of	a	time	that	this	measure	might	be	misleading?"

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
the meaning of a statistic’s correspondence to 
distribution?

"What	would	happen	to	this	statistic	if	the	data	were	more	spread	
out?"

Did the teacher give students an opportunity to consider 
the meaning of a statistic’s scale?

"What	is	the	smallest	number	that	this	statistic	could	be?	What	
would	the	data	look	like	if	the	statistic	was	zero?"



Student 
Sharing

Did students share invented precision 
statistics?

Students	sharing	either	their	or	other	another	student's	
invented	statistic

Student 
comments

Did students make comments and ask 
questions about the mathematical 
elements of the invented statistic?

"I	think	when	there	is	one	big	outlier	then	the	range	will	
be	misleading	because	it	could	be	a	big	number	but	
most	of	the	data	agree"				"When	that	measure	is	zero	
then	you	know	the	data	all	perfectly	agrees"

Did students make clarifying comments 
or ask clarifying questions?

"How	do	you	calculate	your	measure	again?"

Student Contributions



Teacher Practice
Use of student-
invented 
methods

Did the teacher select student-invented methods to be 
shared that highlight different ways to think about 
measuring variability?

"Let's	start	by	looking	at	Adam's	method	for	measuring	precision."

Did the teacher juxtapose the methods in a way that 
brought out the mathematical differences?

"Adam	used	the	range	to	measure	precision	and	Maria	used	the	
average	distance	of	each	data	point	from	the	mean.	Which	of	these	
would	be	affected	if	only	he	largest	data	point	changed?	How	much	
would	it	affect	it?	Which	would	change	if	the	largest	and	smallest	
data	points	stayed	the	same,	but	the	other	data	changed?	Why?"

Guiding 
Questions

Did the teacher use guiding questions similar to the 
ones in the curriculum to support students to think 
about and discuss the mathematics of measuring 
variability?

"What	would	happen	to	this	statistic	if	the	data	were	more	clumped	
up?	Why?	Is	this	a	good	thing?"

Using student 
thinking

Did the teacher recognize student thinking and make 
connections between contributions that led the class to 
consider the big mathematical ideas?

"Did	everyone	hear	Sam?	He	said	that	the	IQR	would	only	change	if	
the	middle	50%	of	the	data	changed	because	those	that	made	the	
biggest	mistakes	measuring	the	length	of	the	table	do	not	effect	the	
IQR.	How	is	this	different	than	the	average	distance	from	the	mean	
method?	What	about	the	range?

Did the teacher hold students accountable to explain 
their thinking in mathematical terms?

"How	do	you	know	that	outliers	would	make	this	statistic	misleading?	
What	about	the	method	causes	this	to	happen?

Does the teacher remind students of norms? "I	want	everyone	to	remember	what	our	job	is	when	someone	is	
sharing	their	method.	You	should	be	asking	yourself	does	this	make	
sense	to	me?	Could	I	do	this	on	other	data?	How	does	this	measure	
precision?"

Did the teacher problematize idiosyncratic approaches? "Now	Sarah	said	to	count	the	number	of	data	points	in	the	clump.	Do	
you	think	everyone	would	count	the	same	data	points?	Would	
everyone	agree	on	what	the	clump	is?"

Did	the	teacher	evoke	imagined	distributions	to	make	
sense	of	a	statistic?

"Now	what	if	we	had	two	data	sets	with	the	maximum	and	minimum	
values	identical,	but	the	clumps	looking	very	different.	What	would	
the	range	tell	us	about	these?"



Classroom Level Variables
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Construct 
Level

5

4

3

2

1 Students TalkingSummary Variables Teacher 
Questions

Summary Variables

Order Scale Grouping

Order + Show Scale + Show Grouping + 
Show

Order + Show + 
Hide Scale + Show + Hide Grouping + Show + 

Hide

Students 
Conceptually

Teacher Questions + 
Press

Compare + 
Connect

Compare
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Classes Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
X|

XX|
X|

XX| iSampleSize.3
X|

XXX|
1 XXXXX|

XXXXX|
XXXXXXX|

XXXX| iScale.3
XXXXX| iSampleSize.2
XXXXX| iOrder.3 iGroup.3

XXXXXX| iScale.2 Level 5 Average
XXXXXXXX| iMean.3 iDeviation.3 iSampDist.3

XXXXXXXXXX| iScale.1 iDeviation.2 tcompare.2 
0 XXXXXXXX| iMean.2 iRange.3

XXXXXXXX| iSampDist.2 iMode.3 iCClump.3
XXXXXXX| iMean.1 iMedian.3

XXXXXXXXX| iCClump.2 Level 4 Average
XXXXXXXX|
XXXXXXXX| iGroup.2 iMode.2 iMedian.2 iRange.2

XXXXX| iDeviation.1 tCompare.1
XXXX| iGroup.1

XXX| iMode.1 iOrder.2 Level 3 Average
XXX| iRange.1 iProbability.1

-1 XXX| iOrder.1
XX| iMedian.1 iCClump.1  iSampleSize.1

X|
X|
X|

|
X|

| VisDiffVar
X| InvSelect

-2 | SharedUnd Level 2 Average
| sTalk.2

X| iSampDist.1
| tDiscQ.2
|
|
|
|

X| InvDiversity
|

-3 | sTalk.1
| RMData  
| Level 1 Average
|
|
| OppInv

-4 | tDiscQ.1

Each	"x"	represents	1.2	cases



Fidelity and Student Achievement

33

Ø We estimated 2 HLMs with students nested within teachers across both years of 
the study in both models
• Student level covariates in both models: Pre-test, Gender, Ethnicity, SES
• Teacher level variables in both models: Unit 1 Classroom Observation 

Measures
• Model 1 had composite post test scores as outcome variable
• Model 2 had DaD post test scores as outcome variable

Ø Unit 1 observations were significantly, and positively related to composite post test 
scores (b = .194, p < .001)

Ø Unit 1 observations were significantly, and positively related to DaD post test 
score (b = .171, p < .001)



Erin Pfaff: Rehearsing 
Conversation 

Developing Discourse 
Move Tools to Guide 
Conversation about 
Visualizations, Measures, 
Models





Methods and Analysis
Ø3 cohorts of 4 teachers
ØInteraction analysis of rehearsal and 

classroom discussions 
§ Line-by-line coding of rehearsal and classroom 

“discourse moves”
§ Matching coded discourse moves across 

discussions (and across teachers) 
longitudinally

ØIdentification of consistencies and 
adaptations of discourse moves

ØIdentification of mechanisms of change in 
discourse



Rehearsal
1  S:    Umm, it shows us what every person measured. It shows us 

the measurement that each person had.
2  T:    OK, so this shows us that each person had a different 

measurement, is that what you’re saying?
3  S:     Yes
4  T:    OK
5  I: Where do you see that?
6  S:    Well some of them were the same, but each person had their 

own measurement.
7  T:    OK, how do you -
8  I:  Yeah, where do you see that? Where do you see those 

different measures?
9  S:    Ummm - I’m interpreting the numbers on the bottom are 

different people. Person 1, person 2, person 3
10 I: So the teacher might actually point to that as you’re saying 

that, so like you can actually say, “Down there, right, 

T: Enacts gestures as “S” talks about different measurements, 
ties representation to values.



Classroom
S: And then 27 - 27 is the lowest.
T: Alright, excellent. How could you tell which number was 

the lowest and which was the highest?
S: Because I looked at all of ‘em and then I looked to see if 

that was the lowest and which one was the highest.
T: Where was the lowest one?
S: The first one.
T: Yeah, the lowest one was first. And where was the highest 

one?

T gestures as S speaks mimic those of 
T in rehearsal.



Tell vs. Ask
Rehearsal:
Student: The numbers are in sequence?
Teacher 1: The numbers are in sequence. Good. We 
generally like them in sequence, it helps us understand 
the information.
Instructor: Pose that to her instead. Why is it important 
– why is it – what does it tell – help us see about the 
data?
Classroom:
Teacher 2: OK, between 48 and 54, OK well we’ll talk 
about that a little bit. But most of our answers fell –
(pause) where are the highest stacks in the picket 
fence?



Evolving Role of Teacher 
T1: So you picked 158? OK, does anyone have a 
strategy for trying to decide whether it should be 
152 or 158? Is there anyone - thing that would tell 
you which one you might think is a better - is a 
better guess or a better estimate?
T2: You may wanna say "Does - did anyone run into 
this?"
T1: Oh, yeah, that's a good idea.
T2: Who else decided that 152 was important and 
158 was important?
T1: Yeah



Mayumi Shinohara: Meaning

How did students view 
the statistical practices 
of representing, 
measuring and modeling?

41

Concepts
Procedures

Roles
Values

Statistical practices

Invention & critique



Methods
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8 case study
students

Framings of
classroom activity
(over 2.5 months)

Zadie&

Idris&

Ana&

Cruz&

Esme&

Angel&

Manny&

Benita&

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Represen(ng !Measuring !Modeling!

Retrospective
narratives

Frame analysis
(Goffman, 
1974)



Smith's

...	the	creative	side	of	me,	I,	like,	I	was	
able	to,	when	she	was	explaining	to	do,	
what	to	do,	like	that	bell	just	came	out	
of	my	head	[snaps	fingers].	(I—Mm	
hmm)	I	just	had	it	and,	like,	my	fingers	
crossed,	like	"I	know	what	to	do."
From	there,	we	said,	we	started	
thinking	we	should	still	keep	the	bar	
graph	but	still	include	other	people's	
measurements.	And	that's	when	a	light	
came	off	in	Cruz's	head.	Bing!	(I—Ah)	

Why	do	you	think	Miss	Smith	had	you	invent	when	she	could	have	
just	told	you	what	to	do?

S: I	think	she	was	trying	to	give	us,	like,	freedom	to	try	it	on	our	own.	
(I—Mm	hmm)	Like	if	we,	like	a	mama	bird,	let's	say.	(I—Okay)	If	I	
climb	out	of	the	nest	and	I	fall,	she's	probably	gonna catch	me.	(I—
Okay)	So	it's	like	that	process	with	us,	with	this	[hand	on	inventions].	
She's	giving	us,	she's	allowing	us	to	get	out.	But	if	we	fall,	she's	gonna
help	us	back	up



We figured it out when, like, well Omar got like that little bulb. 
He was like, "Oh! Now I know that those are for!" And then he 
started saying, "Those are the ones that show repetition." I'm 
like, "Frequency?" He's like, "Yeah." And we're like, "Okay. We 
get ya."

I: (laughs). And how did that make you feel?

S: Pretty good. Cause I’m like, cause every paper we had, like, 
to compare displays, I wrote "Hard to see frequency." (I—Hmm) 
But then when Omar started saying "Those are to show 
frequency," I'm like, "Duh! Now I know it."

Smith's
Smith's

“addicted to frequency”



I didn't try to take anybody's ideas. (I—Understood. Go ahead. Go 
ahead) Oh. Because of, like, what if Omar uses id-, original ideas? 
Like what if he used his mountain graph? (I—Mm hmm) And I'm like, 
what if I used the original idea I had? But we didn't, but I didn't. I try 
to use, I try to incorporate the idea Miss Smith had. (I—Yes) But still 
not stealing her brain.

Later, Modeling: invents idea of negative magnitudes, which is 
appropriated by others. At first, she is upset (in the moment, 
stealing brains). Later, she recounts in her narrative a position of 
sharing as part of doing mathematics. Tension between individual 
and collective expression.



Findings
ØStudents elaborated, reframed and 

coordinated their views of statistical practices.
ØThe degree to which their views aligned with 

disciplinary concepts and values varied, 
depending on their views of invention and 
critique.

ØStudents attributed shifts in how they framed 
their participation in statistical practices to 
four recurrent interactional forms: acting as if, 
inventing and comparing, recontextualizing, 
and coordinating (using one practice to 
accomplish another).

46



ReConsidering Experiment

Ø Thicker Measure
“Designing a satisfactory measurement 
regime, however, is a labor of Sisyphus, 
especially when officials in charge may 
find advantage in superficiality”

-T. M. Porter
ØTreatment as Epistemic Culture

v Measuring “fidelity”



A View from the Interior

Ø Teacher Learning
v Characterize? Time scale?

Ø Student Learning
vMeaning, disposition and identity along 

with “conceptual” change.



Follow Up

www.modelingdata.org
min-joungkim@lsu.edu
Ryan.s.jones.12@gmail.com
Erin.Vandewater@vanderbilt.edu
Mayumi.Shinohara@vanderbilt.edu


